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Changing research and innovation policy

• Shift towards more directional innovation policy (incl
missions)

• Expectations and claim that innovation should and can
address societal challenges

• Expectations of innovation policy as driver of
transformation and systemic change (eg fossil fuel free
society)

=> Transformative and mission-oriented research and 
innovation policies (MOIPs)



Innovation policy is developing…
Market and system 

failure Transformation failure

’all innovation is good’ ’some innovation is 
better than other’

non-directional bottom-up funding
Directional funding (eg societal

challenges) and combining bottom-
up and top-down

Market-fixing Market shaping and 
creation

Focus on research 
commercialization, patents, 

’knowledge out’

Demand for innovation, social 
innovation, frugal innovation, 

learning, experimentation

Private sector and academia (part. 
research

Private sector, academia (incl
education and students), public 

sector, civil society

Sources: Rip, Rip & Kuhlmann, Schot, Geels, Soete, Mazzucato, Weber & Rohracher, Frenken



• Generic support of technology projects will lead to 
competitiveness, growth and job creation

• Supporting selected technology projects will lead to 
solutions to societal challenges

• Transformative change is needed to address complex
problems / societal challenges. 

at the same time…
Agenda 2030



Moving from promoting unsustainable growth to combining
economic, social and environmental sustainability and driving
transformation

Need Reality
• Risk taking
• Long-term view
• Institutional memory and learning
• Agile leadership and resource

fluidity
• Testing boundaries and 

experimentation
• Disruption and transformation
• New toolbox, incl adaptive 

regulation, monitoring, impact
evaluation

• Managing conflicts & resistance
• Portfolio approach & system view

• Risk aversion 
• Short-termism
• Policy silos and traditional

budget processes
• Traditional mechanisms

for designing and 
implementing policy

• Incrementalism
• Traditional evaluation and 

key performance indicators
• Project view

Source: Lundin and Schwaag Serger (2018), Palmberg and Schwaag Serger (2017)



Framework for assessing new innovation policy 
alignments with system-transformational failures

System failures Transformational failures

Institutional
evironment

Interactions Change and 
conflict
management

Directionality Demand
articulation

Policy 
coordination

Reflexivity
and 
openness

Absence, 
excess or 
shortcomings
of formal
institutions or 
infrastructures

Lack of
interactions
across sectors, 
disciplines
companies, 
actors

Path-
dependency and 
lock-in to sub-
optimal 
interaction

Lack of
capabilities and 
structures for 
change and to 
react to 
landscape 
movements

Lack of shared
vision of
transformatio-
nal change, 
needs of
industry and 
society

Insufficient 
links to needs, 
understanding
of consumers, 
users

Lack of
coordination
across
ministries, 
agencies and 
other policy 
stakeholders

Insufficient 
ability to 
monitor, 
anticipate
landscape 
changes, 
involve new 
actors, 
experiment 
and learn

Source: Palmberg and Schwaag Serger (2017) based on Weber & Rohracher (2012), Kuhlman & 
Rip (2014), Karo & Kettel (2016)



Transformative and misson-oriented
innovation policies (MOIPs) in practice:

• High normative/transformative ambition (and some evidence of learning)…

• … yet to be matched by transformative design, implementation, evaluation
• Challenge in moving from traditional stakeholder involvement to curating

collective responsibility for transformation

• Horizontal policy coordination is still not happening sufficiently (policy silos)

• Continued focus on funding research and projects rather than driving
transformation (market creation, regulation, legislation, etc.)

• ”Every agency wants their mission”

• Need for more inter- and multidisciplinarity

• Need for more conscious and informed risk taking

• MOIPs exposes inherent problems in research system: Disciplinary divides, 
incentives / funding, measurement of quality and performance



• A blueprint for a government agenda
• Combining economic, social and environmental

sustainability
• Sustainable development goals: focuses on missions, 

challenges
• Requires transformation of government (and governance), 

partnerships (incl intl collaborationn), policies and 
instruments

• Turning potential conflicts into attractive solutions

Agenda 2030



As a tool for categorizing
projects according to SDGs 
(Agenda 2030 – washing?)

As a tool for selecting
projects?

As a tool for driving
systemic change and 
disruptive innovation?

Agenda 2030 in innovation policy 



• Experimentation and reflexivity
• Complexity
• Focus on societal challenges (’Growth has not only a rate 

but also a direction’) 
• Missions
• Market shaping and creation
• Acknowledges resistance to change and conflicts
• Focus on the process as well as the direction of change (to 

what extent does policy enable change and to what extent
does it achieve a desired outcome)

Elements of a transformative 
innovation policy



• Political science, game theory and decision-making, 
principal-agent problems

• Short-termism and bounded rationality?
• Policy silos and epistemic communities
• Change and conflict management
• Budget rigidities (as opposed to resource fluidity) and 

institutional/organizational/regulatory limitations
• Importance of leadership: people matter!

Conclusion: Innovation policy research 
could / should pay more attention to



• Förändringar i forsknings- och innovationspolitiken…
• … har inte matchats av förändringar i utbildningspolitiken?
• … adresserar inte behovet av institutionella förändringar 

och förändringsmotstånd (offentlig sektor, ’incumbents’, 
regelverk, akademi)

• … hämmas av stuprör i beslutsfattande och i akademin
• … negligerar betydelsen av risktagande, 

experimenterande, ledarskap och långsiktighet
• Forsknings- och innovationspolitikens förmåga att 

bidra till samhällsomvandling begränsas av dess egen 
kontext, mandat, verktyg och systemsyn

Slutsatser



Changing and uncertain
S&T policy context



Internationalization
and international 
collaboration

Technology

Innovation

Growth

China

Technological
sovereignty, 
strategic
autonomy, 
decoupling, dual 
circulation

Reciprocity, 
pushback, 
technology wars

Naîveté, national 
security, 
espionage

Techno-
authoritarianism
Cyber wars
Surveillance state

A new world?

COVID19



Three dimensions of uncertainty

1. Changing research and innovation policy
2. Changing S&T policy environment
3. Covid and its consequences



Before Covid

• Increasingly urgent societal challenges (eg climate change) => 
Need for transformative / systemic change => increasing
directionality in innovation policy (incl missions)

• Disruptive technologies and related uncertainties
• Science and technology increasingly linked to and interacting with

other policy areas (geopolitics, trade, security, democracy, ethics, 
privacy and human rights…) => increasing complexity

• Increasing international friction, decoupling, concerns re. 
technological sovereignty… 

• Increasing inequalities/polarization within democracies
=> Covid further underlined and reinforced these trends (did not 
cause them)



Thank you!
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